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CHAPTER 

INTRODUCliON 

1 .1. General Background to the Problem: 

Nowadays, English has become an important language and it 

is so much noticeable for its wide distribution throughout the 

world. As most of the literature of science and technology is 

produced in English, a knowledge of English offers :several benefits 

to most professionals. Therefore, designing or developing a 

course for language programme becomes more complex than it is 

used to be, because there is a change in the theory of both learning 

and teaching . in which particular programmes sametimes require 

var i ous procedures and techniques 

The various development~ in English language teaching have 

originated from our widening awareness of the nature and process 

of language learning in general and the manner in which the 

learner acquires a language in a specific setting. 

'The need to use English fairly orten and with some 

degree of sophistication is most clearl>' · felt by EFL 

professionals in the rields or science and technology. In fact, it 

can be c/aimed that advancement and job security are 

directly related to the ease which the professional 
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is ab/e to communicate in English with a wide a 

range of people" (Peretz, 1986: 31 ). 

Especially, university students have to communicate 

with different people from different backgrounds for 

different purposes upon their graduation. One of the 

communication skills frequently needed by the students 

in their fields of science and technology or 

engineering is writing and reading. Traditionaly, 

En gl i sh teachers taught language through grammar. They 

divided grammar into its different parts and taught 

these one by one, gradually maving from the simple to the 

more difficuıt. 

The vocabulary also has been graded. The 

process has been one of breaking down ·the language 

into smaller and smaller bits for teaching, and the 

pupil is expected to synthesize all these bits of 

language back into a useful compelence in the 

language. 

After graduation, pupils rarely attain a useful 

command of the target language. In the Turkish University 

system, the teaching process, based on a mechanical 

analysis of the grammalical structure and vocabulary 

of the language, does not lead to a functional compelence 

in the tongue. The lesson materials, alsa, are often 

divorced from any reality that the speaker might 

encounter in teacher's need to use the language. The 

material proposes that the pupil should be taught 
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what is semantically necessary for them to express 

and understand. Because, they need to be able to 

understand arguments to identify and summarize the 

main points of topicsin the future. 

"'~v'hen English as a foreign fanguage is taught 

to children at the primarv· and secondar~,· le\,·els of 
1 1 

education, it is generali?" taught with a general 

e d u ca tion a 1 ai m i n m i n d. That i s, it is re g ar d e d as a 

'good thing' for them to learn a language as a part of 

board education. There is usually, howe\~"er ho immediate 

and speciric requirement for such /earners to make 

use of the fanguage is essentially : a 'deferred' 

purpose, deferred til/ the tertiarv /eve! of 

education,normall')l at univ·ersity, where, it is agreed, a 

knovv·!edge of English would be helpful intheir academic 

studies"' (Mackey and Mountford, 1978:2). 

The students shouldn't wait till the third or fourth 

classina university. Many of the teachers emphasize the 

acquisition of linguistic structures or. vocabulary. 

Structures and vocabularies are important for 

communication. And students may know the rules of 

language usage, but will be unable to use the language 

and to understand w hat they read. 

Language indicates the relationships between 

sentences by using "rhetorical markers"(Widdowson, 

1971 ). These words, or sametimes phrases, indicate 

how a sentence is linked to what precedes or follows. 
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Forexample: 'however' marks a contrast with whcıl 

preceded, 'in other words' marks the repetition of same 

information, 'the latter' marks reference to the second 

of two objects, statements, ect. Sametimes the markers 

are grammatical items which carry a sernantic import, 

so they can be usedin writing and speaking. 

The students need to be able to understand 

books, be able to write short paragraphs, and be 

able to ask and answer the questions in English. In 

bachelor's degree, teaching foreign language (TFL) was 

aimed by Yüksek Öğretim Kurumu. Accordi'ng to that, 

students should understand scientific topics written 

i n E n g ı i s h , s h o u 1 d t r a n s 1 a te i n to Tu r k i :s h b y u s i n g 

dictionary, and they should join , the daily 

conversation after the period of English course. 

In the Engineering Faculty of Anadolu University, the 

English course is programmed, in the · first and 

second years (ING.101-102, ING.201-202), basic 

English is taught, and in the third and fourth years 

( 1 N G . 3 O 1 -3 O 2 , 1 N G . 4 O 1 -4 O 2 ) , the st u d e n ts ar e p repared 

for translating by reading some topics which ineJude 

their field. 

All the students of Engineering Faculty are taught 

basic English in the first and second years. And in 

the third and fourth years, they encounter language 

difficulties when they start taking basic science courses 

and translation. The students' understanding and 
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p r o d u c t i o n o f t h e ı a n g u a g e i s n o t t a k i n g i n to a c c o u n t t h e 

students' specific purpose for learning language. 

Therefore, the basic/general English should be taught by 

adding some activies which ineJude the students' fields 

and their background. 

1.2. The Problem: 

In the first and the second classes of Engineering 

Faculty, the English course has been organized according 

to General English, but the students' needs have not been 

taken account of. Aıthough the students, iwho study in 
' 

Engineering Faculty of Anadolu University. have taken 

Basic English Course for two years they are not able to 

succeed. At least in the second class, if basic English 

Course is supported with same activities which ineJude 

the students' field of interest, can the ratio of 

achievement be increased, or would it be better for 

motivation? 

1.3. Aim 

The aim of this study, when General English is taught 

by adding same activities which ineJude the students' 

needs whether there will be differences between Group 

A(control) and Group B(experiment) which are the same 
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level. That w i ll be investigated. 

The following questions will be answered: 

i. Are there any significiant differences between 

Group A when they have been given an activity selected 

from their textbook(EXCHANGES), and Group B when they 

were given an activity which was added to their textbook 

and involved their interest in reading and writing 

comprehension? 

ii. ls there a significant difference between Group A 

and Group B when they were given vocabulary to fill in 

the blanks in a topic which includes their field? 

1 n t h i s study , r e ad i n g , w r i t i n g an d v o ca b u 1 ar y s k i 11 s 

are not studied, the purpose of this study is to help the 

students in the second class of Chemical Department by 

adding activities to their textbook. 

1.4. Limitation of the Study: 

This study is limited according to the following 

stages: 

i. The activities are given two groups .in the second 

class of Chemical Engineering Department. 

ii. The activities do not cover all of the structure 

froms in English. They are limited to the students' 

textbook(EXCHANGES), and the structure points of Unit 8 

are selected and studied. 
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iii. The activilies vvhich vvere given Group B are 

ad d e d to U n it 8 , b u t the y a re c o n c er n e d w i t h c h e m i s tr y . 

The activities which were given Group A are used with 

the activities in the end of Unit 8. 

:. 
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CHAPTER: ll 

REVIEW OF Ll TERA TU RE 

2. O. ı n tr o du c tion: 

ı n t h i s c h a p te r , t h e fo ll o w i n g p o in ts w i ll b e 

researched for the development of this study : Reading 

skills, writing skilıs, Preparing materials, teaching of 

English for specific purposes, the functional - national 

approach. 

2.1. Reading ski ll: 

Reading skill is important in ESP cot.jrse, because 

English is used in the international sÇientific and 

technical communiting asa main language. $cientific and 

technical knowledge is communicated m~inly through 

printed documents; scientific texts, science textbooks, 

research papers, and technical handbooks. 

There are many reading techniques with materials 

which are used to teach inital reading in English. 

However,most of these techniques and materials are 
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prepared for students/learners do not apply to preliterate 

adults. 

Organizing a reading program is presented two 

various aspects: lntensive and Extensive. lntensive 

reading refers to the kind of work done in the class. lt is 

also the kind of careful work, and a student may do when 

studying for an exam. lntensive reading should not done 

for a short time. Therefore, lessons should be planned so 

that intensive silent reading is alternated with a variety 

of reading related activities. 

Extensive reading refers to the kind of work done 

outside of class. Students spend a short time in the 

evening with something they choose to read at home (a 

magazine, short general information, daily news articles, 

e tc.) 

lntensive and Extensive reading have two major 

components: efficiency and comprehension. A good 

reader does not read one word, stop, think, check his/her 

dictionary, and then move on to the next wo~d. If areader 

reaches the end of a sentence, he/she will; lose sight of 

not only the beginning of the sentence • but al so i ts 

meaning. Good reading habits which improve the rate of 

reading can and should be taught and practiced like any 
! 

other skill. Efficient reading should be taught asa ski11 is 

developed over time. 

Learners should be encouraged to use guessing and 

predicting strategies when they read, and teachers should 

support them in activity. The teacher can increase the 
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students' motivation to read a difficult seleelian by 

providing background information through an overview of 

the canten ts (Forum, 1 9ô4:44). lt is more important for a 

selection to comeclose to the learners' ·interest and 

concerns than to suit the teacher's taste and normal 

topics which ineJude general subjects. 

A student must read rapidly as well as with a through 

understanding of the subject matter. T~erefore, the 

reading activity is designed to introduce the students to 

three different aspects of reading: 

a. Skimming: 

There are a great many materials re.Jated to each 

professional area, the students must be taught to be 

selective. 

i .By prev·ie w ing , the s tu den t can fi nd out w he ther the 

book or article is written by a specialist in a certain 

field and whether it contains the information. 

ii.ln ovenviewing, the student can discover the 

purpose and scope of the materi al, and can find sections 

that are of special interest to the st\.,Jdent. 

iii. Surve},., the student w i ll get the general idea of 

what the material contains. 
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b. Scanning: 

Scanning helps the student to search quickly for the 

specific information the student whishes to get form the 

material, such as finding the meaning of a word in a 

dictionary, finding the heading under which required 

information appears in an index, and finding the answer to 

certain questions from a text. The student is encouraged 

to think of clues to help for finding the specific 

information. These clues may be a word or words, 

punctuation, numbers, ete. 

c. Comprehensive reading: 

Scientific texts contain a great deal of information, 

__ so the student must read slowly and carefulJy in order to 

extract tnformation and understand the materiaL To read 

scientific material comprehensively, the student must 

practice the following: 

i. vocabularv recognition When reading material in 

English, the student frequently faces a cru:cial problem; 

b e i n g u n a b ı e to d e te rm i n e t h e m e an i n g o fi a w o r d , a n d 

be ing un ab le to understand what the student is reading. 

For that problem, the first technique is to check the 

meaning of the wordina dictionary. The second technique 

is to interpret the meaning by word analysis. And the last 

technique is to guess the meaning of the word from the 
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cantext by using "context clues". The student is 

enccuraged to use word ana1ysis and cantext clues to 

drive the meaning of unfamiliar words. If a student is not 

successful in obtaining the meaning in either of these 

ways, the student will have to resort to the dictionary. 

ii. Pragraph analvs;s: Sametimes a student 

understands all the sentences in a reading passage, but 

same of them are incomprehensible to the student. 

Therefore, the students are tried to help by using these 

techniques; finding the topic, finding the main idea, 

finding major and minnar supporting details. 

2. 1 . 1 . Us ing cloze to teach reading: 

The great value of the cloze procedure in the teaching 

of reading comes because cloze gives studenls practice in 

the essential skill of guessing from context. lt is 

emphasized that the key to successful reading is the 

development of the ability to guess meaning from context. 

(Forum, 1 988:46). This cantext i ncludes thewordson the 

page, but the students' knowledge of the language and of 

the subject matter of the text being read. 

The cloze procedure is a process of systematically 

deleting word from a passage and replacing them with 

blanks to be filled by the students. lt can be usedas a 

testing reading comprehension (Taylor, 1953:64). The cloze 

procedure is used effectively to develop Jetter 
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identification, word identification, and meaning 

identification. The cloze technique should become an 

essential ingredient of teaching English, and the students 

can practice something before being tested. 

To h e ıp st u d e nt s fe e 1 m or e c o n fide nt ab out the ir 

reading ability, cloze exercises can be designed with 

extra clues. Same ways to provide extra clues are 'true

false cloze·, 'fill in the blank cloze·, multiple-choice 

cloze', using Jetter blanks. In this study, fill in the blanks 

was used. 

The language of scientific texts can be deseribed in 

terms of vocabulary and syntax. The syntax is used in 

scientific texts is exactıy the same syntax as that used in 

other contexts. Aıthough there is scientific lexis, there is 

no scientific syntax (Selinker, Trimble; 1974: 132) 

Many writers have deseribed the subjects by using 

the special linguistic features,some of them; passive 

voice, present simple, modal verbs, same of 

pronouns,linking words, ete. are used to state clauses. 

Writers of scientific texts are selective intheir use 
. 

of the general linguistic features of Engrish Language. 

Reading can be studied by adapting to the students' 

textbook, and by giving passages which are about the 

students' speci fic subjects in Engineering Facuıty. 
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2.2. Writing skills • 

When students are required to write English, their 

efforts are plagued by various problems. Some of them, 

which are the main problem for students, are grammalical 

problems . They refuse persistently to be solved by the 

memorization of rules our students who are in the first 

and second classes of Engineering Faculty have spent a lot 

of time memorizing vocabulary and structure rules 

according to prescriptive grammar, but they can neither 

read with understanding nor express themselves clearly in 

writing 

Control/ed writing method has been emphatically 

used for introducing students to report writing. 

Scientific vocabulary items are producing significant 

results in writing recognation of the vocabulary and 

sentence structures common to technical subjects. lt can 

be contributed to the improvent of writing skills 

(Forum, 1978:191 ). 

Controlled writing is an attempt to: answer this 

ambivalence, and according to Owens. t~e controlle

writing approach aJJows students to express themselves 

in some purposed/accepted format, and then it takes care 

that they dea] with topics of interest to them that are of 

some particular value. 

In Chemical Department of Engineering Faculty, the 

students dosome experiment in laboratory. After studying 
. ~ 

o f 1 a b or a to r y • t h e s tu d e n ts re p or t w ha ~ ~-.'t.h e y d i d i n 
) .:.'\.: 

~::;~~tfi/. 
}. ; 

., 
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laboratory. Those reports can be studled as controlled 

writing method. 

In control writing method; students are given 

sentence exercises, then paragraphs to coppy or 

manipulate grammatically by changing questions to 

statements. They might also changewordsor clauses. The 

students work on given material which contains their 

interest. With that method, it is relatively easy for the 

students to write a great composition/repor~. Because the 

s tu d e n ts w h o a re i n C h e m i c a 1 · D e p ar tm e n, t h av e s o m e 

backgrounds whatabout they di d and wrote, and they can 

express easily what they mean. This method ~tresses them 

grammar(rules of verbs, agreement,article,etc.), 
ı 

syntax(sentence structure and boundaries,etc.), 

organization(paragraph,topic and support, ete.), and 
ı 

purpose(the reason for writing) (Raimes, 19~3:11) 

When the students write the ir reports,! they can see 

the connection between what they are trying to write and 

what they need to write. The students need the simple 

forms of verbs, and they need to k now mor e vocabulary. 

The anticipation method provides an essential link 

between controlled writing and free composition, it 

allows students to test their growing ability to 

generalize about the language. As CORDER notes, 

"the ability to anticipated is an absuletly 

fundamental skill language use and language learning" 
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The anticipation method is especially applicable to 

specific purpose English, because scientific rhetoric or 

style works within a fairly standard selection of 

introductory key words. This method won·t .be studied in 

this study. 

There is no answer to the question of 1how to teach 

writing in EFL classes. There are as many answer as there 

are teachers and teaching styles, or learners and learning 

styles(Raimes, 1983: 199). There is no one way to teach 

writing, but many ways. Techniques are drawn from all 

ap p ro a c h e s an d address e d the var i o u sf e al ur e s t ha t a 

writer needs to consider in producing a piece of writing. 

1 f t h e s tu d e n ts w r i te for a p ur po s e , i t is a v a 1 u a b 1 e 

learning and it can be more useful. The stude:nts must alsa 

be able to write for a particular purpose. Widdowson 
' 

points out that 

"to compose sen te nce is not the only ability we need 

to communicate. Communication takes pla.ce when we 
' 

make use of sentences, to perform a varietv or different 

acts,. ( 1 974: 112). 

The students' needs can not be met by a course which 

only provides practice in the composition of sentences. 

Although writing used to be neglected in EL T class, it 

is being given more and more attention and emphasis in 

language teaching. The students have learned English for 

two years (in the first and second classes), bul their 

writing is stili poor. Because the students with a low 
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level of English is a comprehensive ability involving 

g ra m m ar • v o"·c ab u! ar y • an d o t h e r e 1 e m e n t s . T h er e for e J 

writing must be integrated with all language skills. 

2.3. Preparing activities: 

The activities for EL T course in class is based on 

students' communicative needs, and they must ineJude 

students'interest and field, and they must be adapted to 

students'textbook. 

When designing activities students, the· instructor is 

faced with the sametimes conflicting tasks of fulfillinf 

the professional needs of students in terms of specific 

vocabulary, discourses, or situations, and of stimulating 

their interest with challenging and motivating activities. 

These activities should involve an element of 

communication or exchange of information 

(Forum, 1989:37). 

The activities, that we designed for our students at 

an intermediate Jevel of English, are based on an analysis 

of the linguistic needs and themalical interests of 

professional specialists. The activities ineJude same of 

the functions commonly used in scientific English. For 

example; 

-Describing Iabaratery workings and experiments(by 

writing reports, or giving reading passages) 
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-Definition, instructions, and grammalical points 

(passive voice, relative pronouns and clauses). 

The topics in activity that is done in EFL classes can 

be categorized as expository. Expository structure is 

defined as " a composition whose purpose is to 

communicate knowledge about a given topic "(Amiran and 

Jones,1982:11 ). lt isimportant to explain the structure 

of expository articles to the students in terms of over all 

organization. Because this type of activity exposes 

students to acceptable sentence and paragraph structures. 

Therefore, teachers should take great care in seleeling 

suitable passages for students. 

Teacher should emphasize that one read·ing is usually 

not enough when the student's purpose it to explain 

activity what it is about (Forum, 1986:31). Reading is 

necessary, and foreign language students want to 

completely understand and an activity which includes 

their fields. 

Students need to be instructed about tt:ıe importance 

of analyzing what they did and learnt. They need to be 

made aware of the necessity of checking their ideas about 

t h e m e an i n g o f an ar ti c 1 e i n a c ti vi t y . 1 n 'o the r w or d s , 

students benefit greatly from these activities. Theylearn 

from practicing summarizalien skills, from correcting and 

improving responses. They also become aware of their own 

abtties (Goodman, 1973:178). 
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In English course, four skills can be practiced in an 

integrated way so as to faciiitate paragraph production, 

and an emphasis on the communicative properties of 

language in four skills. Through listening and reading, the 

learner would be able to identify language varieties and 

their specific contexts of use. 

2.4. Teaching of English for specific purpose: 

Teaching English Language has developed, especially 

since World War ll, into the most important language in 

the world for international communication. lt is alsa the 

main language used in the international scientific and 

technical community. 

The purpose is more general in the: case of EL T 

programme, because the lessons are designed in a way to 

teach the language itself without any emphasis to achive 

other related objectives. In other words, jthe learners' 

needs are neither immediale nor apparent. 

The place of general EL T in the curricula of 

educational and training institutions has been changed. 

One obvious aspect of this change is the tendeney to teach 

English for Specific Purpose(ESP). JS_P starts by an 

analysis of n~s. ESP is not a body of :dogma, but a 

paragmatic response to the reasons which: the students 

have in order to learn the language (Robinson. 1980:5). 
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Robinson accepts that ESP focuses attention on the 

purpose of the learners. Thisisa utilitarian purpose, it is 

generally thought to be a seccessful performance at work 

in which language has an auxiliary role. 

"ESP programme passesses t w o· important 

characteristics which influence profoundly the 

methodology not only ot materials production, but of 

classroom activ;ty: the close association or special 

purpose Language Teaching(L TJ with adult learners, or at 

least, le arners at the post-secondary !eve 1 or general 
1 

education. And secondly, the important auxili!ary role that 
i 

the English Language is ca ll ed upon to play in such cases" 

(Mackey and Mountford, 1978: 12) 

1 

ESP course is necessary for the successful 

performance of occupational and educational roles. So, an 

ESP activity must be different from basic skills, topics, 

stituations and functions. The adults can bored if general 

English is always taught without giving activities. These 

activities must ineJude their specific subjects. 

For the engineering students, the material should 

consist of comman-core English as well as special 

scientific uses. In such an English course, all four skills 

should be practiced, but all of the ski11s are not taught. In 

the second class, reading and writing strategies are 

studied by adding activities which are about their needs 
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students have to carry outintheir jobs, and they have to 

perform in English. The function of language should be 

kept in mind, and it should be the one they would came 

across in real life situations. 

Salimbene(1983:2) points out that the functional 

approach restructures the presentations of the target 

language to coincide with the communicative function or 

use to which the language will be put (i.e.'Asking for 

information','Expressing opinions',Giving direction', ete.) 

In the structural approach the selection a 

grammalical one, concerned, more or less, with a neutral 

or formal type of English based ona list or inventory of 

vocabulary and grammar items. In a communicative 

approach, the selection and organization of content is 

done by; 

i. Focusing on knowledge, both cognitive and 

effective, which is significiant to the learner, 

ii. providing continuity of learning not by content 

only but by the activities and the tasks: within each 

activity, 

i i i. d e ter m i n i n g the c o m m u n i ca t i ve :n e e d s of the 

students who will be using the materials, 

iv. choosing directions as a part of the curriculum 

itself, and involving negotiation between learners

learners. learners-teacher, and learners-material 

(Condensen from Breen and Candlin, 1980: lO).i 
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CHAPTER · lll 

-METHOD -

3 .O. 1 ntroduction: 

In Engineering Faculty, 'EXCHANGES' isa textbook for 

the second year. Unit Eight of Exchangesis selected, and 

in the first four lessons of unit eight were prepared for 

writing a town guide by writer. In the communication 

activity of that unit is concerned with the prives of 

facilities for visiting businessmen. The reading is an 

extract from a real town guide, and the writing activity is 

to produce a tourist guide in English for his/her own town. 

Those are foreign subjects for the students of Chemical 

Department, so they are not interested in them. Some 

additicnal activities were given to motivate them. 

This chapter includes the activities which were done 

in the second class of Chemical Department in Engineering 

Faculty. The fallawing studies; group working, the 

studying of writing, the studying of reading .. 
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3. 1. Group working: 

Gruop working is a technique that promotes 

creativity through discussion and peer-learning. And at 

the same time provides a change that both students and 

their teacher need in order to maintain interest and 

incentive. 

At the end of teaching unit eight, the various 

activities were added to improve the students' language 

usages. The activities were used in two gruops of the 

second class 40 students in Chemical Department of 

Engineering Faculty. 40 students were parted in two 

groups by administration because of very crovded, but 

both of groups were the same level. 

Reading and writing activities, which were taken 

from chemical subjectsitheir fields, were given 

Experiment Group. The other activities, which were taken 

from their textbook (they are in the end of unit 8), were 

given Control Group. 

The students of experiment and control groups were 

given approximalelly 20 minutes to disq.ıss the main 

i d e as , an d the t yp e o f d ev e 1 o p m e nt the y w a n
1
t to d o an d to 

adopt, and the forms of sentences; : forexample, 

development by definition, by comparison and contrast, by 

asking and answering 

After that, students were divided into groups of 
three to five each; Group Experiment students together. 
Group Control students together. 
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3.2. The studying of writing: 

Some of the techniques were carried out to increase 

the students' writing ability. These techniques were 

applied in two forms according to two groups; writing 

sentences, writing paragraph and passages. 

3.2. 1. Writi ng sentences: 

The writing sentences activities were done by using 

the following stages: 

i. Oelayed cop ying: 

This activity was started by g1v1ng a paragraph. 

First, stutends read the paragraph and then looked away, 

and that paragraph w as tak en back. After, so me k ey word s 

of that paragraph were written on the board. Finally, the 

students copied it from memory. The paragraph of 

Experiment Group was taken a part of chemical article. 

The paragraph of Control Group was takeh a part of a 

famous person's life. 

i i. Guided sentence -mak ing: 
! 

In this activity, key words were given: to construct 

meaningful sentences according to the guide sentence. The 

words that were given Experiment Group were taken from 

their professional subjects. Other words which were given 

Control Group were taken from their textbook. All of the 
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words were related the guide sentence. and all of the 

sentences had to have meaningful. They had 15 minules to 

do that activity. Forexample; 

GrouCon tr ol: Word s: 

cars. accident. catch 

funny. caused, increase, 

categorized, ete. 

6uide sentence: Nowadays, traffic accidents are 

increasing ......... 

Group Experiment: liquid, caused, accident, 

categorized, laboratory, 

decrease, melt, ete. 

6uide sentence: Nowadays, laboratory accidents are 

decreasing ...................... .. 

3.2 .2 . W ri ting paragraphs and passages_;_ 

This activity was done by giving a short reading 

passage/paragraph. Students had to fill some necessary 

information. For Group C., passage/paragraph was selected 

from general subject. but for Group E. they 'f{ere selected 
' 
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from chemical subjects students had background. The 

students of Group C. could not supply the original words., 

but the students of Group E. used original words and 

completed by using their own words. 

3.2.3. Laboratory Reports: 

This activity was done as a composition. Control 

Group wrote free composition that was about daily 

matters. Experiment Group wrote Jaboratory report what 

they did experiment. In both of activities, the students 

used same grammalical rules what they learnt in unite 

eight. 

The students of Chemical Department need to write 

laboratory reports at the end of experiments. The 

fallawing information was.normally inclyded in their 

reports, and same of them were used; 

- A statement of the purpose of the experiments and 

why the experiment was conducted. 

A description of the procedure; followed in 

experiment. 

-The results of the experiment. 

The students of Group Exp. u sed most of the above 

informations, and their sentencas were more complex 

than the students of other group, because they motivated 

more than Group Cont. 
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When the elements and equipments of laboratory were 

described, the students had to use some of statements in 

deserioing section. And Group Exp. used cause and effect 

structure words are the following: 

-as a result of -because of 

-ther e for e -si nce 

-so -for, ete. 

Those words should be used when the students 
i 

expressed the reactions of chemical at the result of 
! 

e x per i m e n ts . T h ey c o u 1 d b e ta u g h t an d e x:p ı ai n e d e a s y , 

because the students can use in future. The activities, 
' 

which was usedin the period of course, were authentic. 

3.3. The studying of reading: 

Reading can bring exciting dimensions into classes 

where English is taught as a foreign language. lt gives 

students access to information written in English. 

Reading comprehension materials were selected and 

prepared to find suitable activities with a scientific bias 

for intermadiate students. Some passages/paragraphs of 

chemical magazines or articles, hand books, reports of 

laboratory were given Group Exp.Some 

passages/paragraphs of daily magazines or general 

subjects were given Group Cont. (Appendix:A-B) 
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The reading passages were read silently by the 

sludenls, and lhen they were read loudly by me. After, the 

following questions were asked: 

-Do you know what this passageis about? 

-Do you know what the topic of this passage is? 

-Do you think that the passage will be interested 

you? 

-Now. you have read the passage, did you understand 

't? t ı . . e c. 

The passages were read again whole the class, and 

then the students read them loudly. After that, they were 

asked to discuss by asking what they have just read. The 

following questions were asked: 

-First. simple questions were asked (by YES/NO) 

-Then, alternatives questions were askeq (by OR) 

-After that, complex questions were asked by 

question words. 

-Finally, the questions that ineJude some information 

about the passages were asked to discuss 

i. What is the main idea of the 

passage? 

ii. What does the auther mean? 
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A11 of the questions were answered in Group Exp. 

,because the passage contains their specific subjects and 

they had backgrounds. Other passages which were selected 

general subjects were unfamiliar to them. 

3.3.1. Cloze Procedure for reading comprehension: 

The C 1 o z e P r o c e d u re w a s u s e d efe c ti ve 1 y to d ev e 1 o p 

Jetter identification, word identification, and maaning 

identification. First of alla passage was read, and some 

questions were asked, and they were answered by the 

questions. The end of this study some blanks were given. 

Both groups tried to complete the blanks according to the 

passages in fifteen minutes. Passages which were given 

both of groups were with five lines. The passage of 

Control Gr. was taken from a general subject, and the 

passage of Experimental Gr. was taken from their field. 

A variety of arrangements was used for reading 

comprehension units. In some cases these have included 

pre-reading exercises, such as questions that anticipated 

the content of the passage. The post-reading exercises 

included the usual range; true-false statements that 

were useful for scanning work, comprehension questions, 

cl oze exerc ise s to che ch vocabul ary or grammar. Grammar 

exercises might have been added too. 
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In any kind of material in English, students faced 

some crucial problems one of these to find the meaning of 

vocabulary. Therefore, the students were taught how to 

use the dictionary effectively, so that they could choose 

the correct meaning of an unfamiliar word. My students 

were taught to break down words in paragraphs and they 

also learnt the meaning of commonly used system. 

3.4. Defining: 

Defining was usedin the activities of both of groups. 

1 n c 1 as s ro o m, s ix d efi n i tion s w h i c h w er e g iv e n Group 

Control were taken from general subjects to define, and 

which were given Group Exp. were taken from their 

specific subjects to define in the same time 

(Appendix:E,F). 

Firstly,each of groups tried to define by writing, and 

then reading what they wrote. Some of the following 

definitions were given; 

Experiment Gr. ....................... Barometer, 

Control Gr. 

thermometer, tube, ete . 

........................... Calenoer, television, 

catalog, 'ete. 
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Definttions generally are often clarified by using 

re-lative clauses in present form. At the same, when 

definitions are needed to explain. 

Forexample: 

-X means -signifies 

-is considered to be -refers to 

-X can be defined as -as known, ete. 

3.5. Hypothesizing: 

In scientific articles, it is necess~ry to make 

hypothesis about the cause of incidents or phenomena and 

as possible exlanations for certain characteristic 

behavi or. 
i 

By a hypothetical situation, 'fr Cfause'! (first type), 
ı 

and 'Reasons and Results Statements' we:re taught in 

Chemistry Laws. When these points were taught, more 

exercises could have been made by the students in Group 

Experiment. In Group Control, less exercises could have 

be en made, because all the exercises were abstract for 

them. But if the exercises that include:d chemistry 

subjects were concrete for the students and they had 

background knowledge to use them. Example: 

- If a bar of lead is heated to melting point, it wi11 

me lt. 
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When the examples for reason and resul ts w ere 

wanted to give. the fallawing same terms were used; 

-because of ......... .. -as a res u lt of .............. .. 

-for ............... . -owning to 

Example: 

-Hydrojen would be evolved because of the chemical 

reaction which would take place. 
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CHAPTER IV 

ANAL YSI S OF RESUL TS 

4.0. lntroduction: 

The ge.neral purpose of this study is to find out 

whether there will be significant differences between 

the group who was given to improve the. grammalical 
l 

points what they learnt with additional actiyitiy and .the 

group who was given to improve the grammatical points 

what they learnt without addition activity. 

This chapter includes the results of activities which 

were done in the second class of Chemistry Department in 

Engineering Faculty. The fo11owing results; results of 

writing activities, results of reading activities, analysis 

of results. 

4.1. The results of writing activities: 

This activity was done by using the following stages: 

i. Delayed copying; The students copied their 

paragraphs, and then they were checked. the results of 

chek, Group Experiment made grammalical mistakes less 
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than Group Control. The students of Control Group copied 

average five sentences, as for Experiment Group copied 

average eight sentences in ten minutes by using the key 

words of the paragraph. This result is normal, because 

Group Exp. have background about given pa~sage, so they 

motivated better than Group Cont. 

ii. The purpose of this activity w as to :help students 

to use functional and linking words. The students tried to 

complete the guide sentences. After doing :that activity, 

the students' sentences were checked by the other gruop. 
1 

Experiment Group had seven meaningful sentences, but 

Control Group had four meaningful sentences; 

iii. Laboratory reports: The students of Group 

Experiment wrote laboratory report, the students of Group 

Control wrote 

The result of 

checked by 

free composition asa controlled writing. 

this activity, the students' :reports were 

me and department teachers, and the 

compositions were checked by me. lt was observed that 

the students of Group Control coldn't have used the given 

structure words, and they couldn't have expressed what 

they wanted tomean exactly. Most of group did not join 

enough to write their composition, and the numbers of 

participants were seven from total 16 students. The 

students of Experiment Group could have used the given 

structure wordsin their reports. Most of group joined to 
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write their reports, and the numbers of participants were 

twe.nty two of total 24 students. Because that activity 

concerned them. and they joined to English course more 

than Gruop control. 

4.2. The results of Reading: 

In both of groups, the result of reading passages and 

answering the questions, the students tried to summarize 

them. The passage of Group Control was selected from 

general subject, and the passage of Group Experiment was 

selected from chemistry subject. Group Experment was 

more succesful than Group Control. That result was 
' 

normal, because the passage was interested 'in their field, 

and the Experimantal Group had some background about 

the given passage. 

Some questions were asked during the pre-reading 

an d post- reading ( 3. 3 . ) . A 11 of the q u e st i o n s w er e 

answered in Group Experiment. In Group Control , most of 

pre-reading questions were answered, but some of post

reading qeustions were not answered we11. 

The results of the activities , Group Experiment was 

usually mor e successful than Group Control. 
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4.3. Analysis of results: 

A topic which was about chemistry was given in 

order to fill in the blanks by using the given the words, 

and the topic was the same for two groups. The students 

must have used the suitable word to complete according to 

the subject and grammalical rules. 

That is to measure their vocabulary, reading and 

writing comprehension, and using of grammalical rules. In 

both of groups, the students were given 20 minutes to use 

the words, and they had different marks the result of 

evaluation(Appendix:G). These marks were :evaluated by 

using "T" test 

i. Analysis of the results according to the tab/es: 

kontrol 
Mean: Std. De•t.: Std.Error: Variance: Co>i'f. Var.: Count: 

122.9 112.92 1323 1166.9 156.41 116 

Minimum: Maximum: 

11.1 55.5 366.4 

Tab ı e: 1 -a 
deney 

Mean: Std. De•t.: Std. Error: Variance: Coef. Var.: Count: 

137.62 113.44 ,2.74 1180.55 135.72 124 
Maximum: 

11.1 62.9 902.8 

-------------------------------------·~ 
Tab le: 1 -b 

(The tables show the achievement of groups according 

to the ratio of total groups) 
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When the tables of Control and Experimental Groups 

are observed (table: 1a-b), the arithmetic mean of 

Control Group is 22.9 and standart deviation is 12.92, and 

the arithmetic me an of Experimental Group is 37.62 and 

standart deviation is 13.44. Both arithmetic mean and 

standart deviation seeres of Experimental Group are 

higher than Control Group . lt means that the achievement 

of Experimental Group is higher than Control Group 

according to the ratio of total groups according to the 

result of evaluation. 

ii. Analysis or the results according to the ch art 

line s: 

60 

55 

50 

45 

k 40 
o 
n 35 ----------
t 
r 
o 

' 1 

30 

Line Ch.ari of kontrol 

1 o ----------------------------------------------~---------------------------------- - () 
5~---------------------------------------

Obs.erv atiorıs 

Table: 2-a 

(lt shows howmany observations there are higher or 

1 o w er than the ar i thme tic m ean i n C o n tr o 1 Group) 
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Line Ch.art of deneiJ 

20 

10~----------~-------------------------
Ob:serv.ations 

Tab le: 2-b 

(lt shows howmany observations there are higher or 

lower than the arithmetic mean in Experimental Group) 
' 

When line charts of groups are observed:(table: 2a-b), 

twelve observations of Control Group are below of the 

arithmetic mean, and four observations are above of the 

arithmeti c m ean. Fifteen observations of Experimental 

Group are below of the arithmetic mean, and nine 

observations are above of the arithmetic mean. This ratio 

of the arithmetic mean to total groups is 7/24 and 4/16, 

it means that i s 7/24 > 41 16. Therefore, the achi evement 

of Experimental Group is higher than Control Group. 
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iii. Anafysis or the results according to the -z-
score : 

Z Score of kontr o 1 l Score of deney 

10 

9 

8 

7 

c 
o 
IJ 

n 
t 

3 

2 

o 
< 3 > 

2 Scale 

Tab le: 3-a Table: 3-b 

(They show the devision of achievement to the total 

group s a c c or d i n g to the m e an ) 

a. The ratio of means to the total groups; 

Experimental Group: 10/24 

C on tr o 1 Group : 5/ 1 6 

In Experiment Group, 41 .6 ro of observations have a 

score about the arithmetic mean, but in Control Group, 

31.25 ro of observations have a score about the arithmetic 

mean. So. in Experimental Group, the ratio of achievement 

is higher than in Control Group. 
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b. The ratio of those higher than the mean to total 

groups; 

Experimental Group: 7/24 

Control Group : 4/16 

In Experimental Group, the ratio of those above mean 

to the total gruop is 29.16 % On t.he other hand, in 

Control Gruop , the ratio is 25 % . Therefore, the 

percentage of achievement is higher in Experimental 

Group than Control Group. 

c. The ratio of those lower than the mean to the total 

groups; 

Experimental 

Control Group 

Group : 7/24 

: 7116 

In Experimental Group, the ratio of those below mean 

to the total groups is realized 29.16 %, and this ratio is 

the same with tha ratio of those above mean to the total 

groups. In Control Group, this ratio is 43.75 %. As a 

result of that evaluation, the achievement of Control 

Group is lower than the mean, but the achievement of 

Experimental Group is higher than the mean. 
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iv. The results or Unpa;red "T" value: 

Unpaired t-T est X : kontrol Y : deney 

Mean Y: 

22.9 37.62 

.0005 < p :1:. .005 

Table: 4 

(lt shows the validity of the test that was given 

to fill in the blanks) 

The results of the test, which included 

vocabulary, grammalical points and was the same for 

both of groups, has got 99.5 % validity in point of 

statistical. The calculated "T" value is -3.45, and the 

ta b 1 e . .. T .. va 1 u e i s - 2 . 4 5 7 . 1 t m e a n s · t ha t t h e 

calculated "T" value is more than the table :"T" value. 

So, the test is validity and the meaningful according 

to the statistical. (table : 5 ) 

Table:4 shows us Experimental Group is more 

successful than Control Group, because there is 15 ro 
difference of the arithmetic mean in between two 

groups. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION and SUGGESTION 

5.0. lntroduction: 

This final chapter of the study consists of two 

seperate sections; conglusion and suggestion. 

5.1. Conclusion: 

In selection of the materials, the students' present 

and future language needs and the tasks w ere considered. 

The tasks and the function were kept in mind. The 

acvtivities were related to the students'job. The 

activities, that were designed for the students of 

Chemistry Department at an intermediate level of English, 

were based on an analysis of the linguistic needs and 

thematic interests of professional specialists. So, the 

materials were selected from the students' professional 

subjects. and the activities which were done in classroom 

did not include every feature or use of the language. 
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All of the activities were added to the students' 

textbook. The activities deseribed was aimed at equiping 

aduit students with some communicative skills that their 

precessors considered essential in their. professional 

li ve s. 

Some of techniques and strategies were carried out 

to increase the students' writing abilities. The activities 

of writing were applied in two forms; writing sentences 

and writing paragraphs or passages. Experimental Group 

is more seccessful than Control Group. Experimantal 

Group, who wrote reports of Jaboratory, were interested 

in that writing task, and they used better some 

grammatical rules which were taught in Unit eight 

(especially relative clauses and passive voice) and wrote 

more meaningful sentences (by using their own words) 

than Control Group. Experi mental Group participated in 

the activities better than other group. 

Reading comprehension materials that were passages 

or paragraphs were selected from chemical magazines or 

articles and handbooks for Experimental Group. For 

Control Group, they were selected from daily magazinesor 

general subjects. 

Reading comprehension work was a capable of 
working concern for the students who have reached an 
intermediate level of English. 1 t w as u sed to develop the 
language points and activities; skimming, scunning, 
intensive reading, structural and grammalical review, 
roleplays, and discussion by giving blanks or asking 

questions. 
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Same definitions were given both of groups, and 

that activity was to improve the students speaking 

abilites. Especially Experimental Group were 

interested in the definitions, because they were 

concerned with their fields. Therefore, the students 

of Experimental Group recognized and used the 

grammalical rules (relative cıause in present form) 

better than Control Group di d. 

For the students of Chemistry Department, the 

use of subject matter ma teri a 1 s see me d an e ffec tive 

way to teach the basic structure of unit eight in 

Exchanges. The activities allawed them to learn from 

each other transfering the structures learned from 

their peers their own work. 
; 

In the end of the activities, the studen:ts of two 

groups were given a same passage and words which 

ineJude their specific subjects. The words ,had to be 
ı 
i 

filled in the blanks the grammati~aly and 

semantically. The students' answers were marked, and 
ı 

they were valued by t-test 

The analysis of statical results of t:he t-test 

indicated that there are significant differences after 

between two group s. 
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5.2. Suggestion: 

Before starting to teach English course, some 

activities should be prepared to participate in course. 

And the activities should be related to the students' 

needs and concerns 

A foreign language is necessary for the 

successful performance of occupational and career, 

but the students think that English is not necessary, 

or they are bor ed during the period of course. S ome 

activities should be interested in students' subject, 

and they can be given to add their textbook. 

In such an Engilsh course, all four skills should 

be practiced in an integrated way so as to facilitate 

paragraph production 

The teaching content for the students should be 

drawn from practical reports, features taken from 

their professional subjects and other authentic 

sources. Therefore, reading and writing activities can 

be used to develop the language points; skimming, 

scunning, structural and grammalical review, roleplay 

and discussions. 
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READING ACTIVITIES 
CAPPEND IX -A) 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS ahd READ THE 

PASS AGE: 

-Do you know anything about the chimparzees? 

- Can they speak as a man ? 

-Can they m i mi c when sameone do es anythi ng? 
1 

Scientists have known for many: years that 
' 

chimpanzees are one of the most intelligent ~nimals. They 

have been taught to use simple tools such ~s the brush, 

cu_p, hammer, and spoon(2). 

(3)1n recent experiments with chimpanzees, 

scientists have taught them sign language .. (4)0ne young 

chimp Jearned 40 different signs for specific subjects and 

understood some language concepts such as adjective, 

adverb, and verb. (5)Another experiment showed that a 

chimpanzee can form a kind of sentence once he learns a 

number of words. (6) Using special markers, a chimp was 

able to form a simple sentence such as "t1e want a banana 

now, pleaseH. (7)Some chimpanzees have even 1earned how 

to use mo ney. 
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Answer the fallawing guestions: 

a. TRUE 1 FAL S E 

-Chimpanzees have learned how to drive acar.----

-Experiments have shown that chimpanzees can 

u nder s ta n d ma themat i es.---

-Chimpanzees can invent words and make sentences.-

-One chimpanzee was able to make simple sentences.-

-ln same states chimpanzees work in banks counting 

money .--

b. 

-What is the topic of the passage? 

-What is the main idea of the passage? 

-What kinds of tools can chimpanzees lea:rn to use? 

-How intellegent are chimpanzees? 

-How many signs did one young chimpanzee learn? 
ı 

-Can chimpanzees make sentences? How? 
ı 

-What does 'they' refer to in sentence(2J? 

'them' " 

'that' 

(3)? 

(5)? 
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(APPENDIX-B) 

READ THE PASSAGE and ANSWER THE FOLLOWING 

QUESTIONS: 

-What do you know about water? 

-How can you deseribe il? 

( 1 )The scientists of the eighteenth century 

discovered a lot of things about air and water, but three 

centuries age nobody knew much about them. (2)We know 

that water is a compound of hydrogen and oxygen, but they 

did not know this fact. (3)Even the word "gas" was new to 

them. (4)1t was first used in 1644. (5)A chemist, van 

Helmont, believed that there were several gases, but 

neither he not any other scientist could say more than 

that. (6)None of them could separate any of the gases from 

the compounds. 

(7)1n the eighteenth century Henr'y Cavendish 

discovered hydrogen. (ô) Priestley was interested in 

another gas, oxygen, and discovered it. (9)La:ler Cavendish 

made experiments, and then he showed that water is a 

compound of two parls of hydrogen and one part of oxygen. 
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Answer the fallawing guestions: 

a. 

TRUE/FALSE 

--The sceintist could not separate any of the gases 

from the compound of water in seventeenth c·entury. 

--The word 'gas' was used instead of the compound by 

scientists in 1644. 

--A lot of things about air and water were known 

before eaighteenth century. 

b. 

-Who was Helmont? What was his idea about the 

compound of water? 

-When did Cavendish show that two parts of hydrogen 

j o i n o n e pa r t o f o x y g e n ( H 20 ) ? 

-What does 'they' refer in sentence 2? 

-What does 'them' refer in sentence 3? 

-What does 'it' refer in sentence 8? 

J 
•. \. . 
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WRITIN6 ACTIVITIES 
(APPENDIX-C) 

HEMINGWAV 

Ernest Hemingway is one of the most skilled and 

well-known authors in twentieth centul'iy American 

· literature. Among his most famous novels are 'The Old Man 

and the Sea', 'A Farewell to Arms', and 'For Whom the Beli 

Tolls', which were made into movies. 'The Killers', 'The 

Snows of Kilimanjaro', and 'In Another ~ountry' are 

examples of his sort stories. Hemingway was awarded the 

Nobel prize for literature in 1954. 

a. Answer the following questions: 

-What have you read that was written by 

Hemingway? 

-Have you seen any films based on his works? 

b .Try to write the paragraph again with the key 

words: 

ski ll 

literature 

The Old Nan and the Sea 

awarded 

ramous no\1els 

movies 

short stories 
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ENERGY 

(APPENDIX-D) 

Energy efficiency has become very important because 
of the rising cost and decreasing supply of fossil fuels. 
c·ons·equently, modern technology has been working to 
develop methods of using oil and gas more economically. 
One area of research and development has been automobile 
engines. Cars th.at can travel farther ona lesser amount of 
fuel are in great demand today. Another area of concern is 
the huge amount of fossil fuel used to prQvide heat. In 
addition to developing other energy sources for this 
purpose, scientists and engineers have been improving the 
efficiency of heating systems that use the traditional 
fuels. 

a. Answer the following questions: 

- Howmany kind of energy are there? 
- What do you thinkabout the production of energy? 

b.Try to write the paragraph again with the key 
w or ds; 

efficiency 
decreasing 
fossil fuels 
econom i c all y 
improve 

development 
engines 
travel 
provide 
scientists 
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(APPENDIX-E) 

DESCRIBE THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS: 

Barome ter: 

The rm ometer: 

Tu be: 

Tom: 

Molecule: 

Element: 

Reaction: 

Combination: 

Engineer: 
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(APPENDIX-F) 

DESCRIBE THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS: 

Calendar: 

Tel evi si on: 

Computer: 

Engine: 

Brush: 

Guide: 

Sofa: 

Costume: 

Report: 

Engineer: 
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(APPENDIX-G) 

The students'marks at the result of the test 

k: ontrol deney 

1 14 . .80 62.90 

:2 18.80 25.90 
,3 14.00 51.80 
:4 55.50 25.90 
i5 14.80 44.40 
i6 
1 

18.80 59.20 
:7 
i 

14.80 51.80 
•8 22.20 11.1 o 
:9 14.80 33.30 
lO 11.1 o 40.70 
11 18.80 33.30 
12 37.00 37.00 
13 33.30 33.30 
14 11.1 o 33.30 
15 22.20 37.00 
16 44.40 25.90 
17 • 33.30 
18 • 33.30 . i 

i 

19 • 40.70 1 

~o • 18.50 
~1 • 29.60 
~2 • 25.90 
l3 • 55.50 
l4 • 59.20 
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(APPENDI X -H) 

TEST 

FILL IN THE BLANKS BY USING THE FOLLO'#ING WORDS 

! 

substance element compound combine 

malecu le formula atom· symbol 

combination silver reaction equation 

react s ta te remain · technica 

number kin d c all relative 

system mak e chemistry comman 

un it consist of parti cu lar 

An atom isa single ............ J so an atom can.not be • ' •••• 1 •• 

any simpler. A molecule m ay .......... one atom or mo re than one. 

Thus it can often ...... simp ler. Cmemists have agreed on a sort 

of scientific shorthand in which Jetters stand for the names 

of ....... substances c ompased of only one of ....... They cal! 

the se Jetters ch emical ......... combinations of .......... represent 

the different atoms ina .......... kind of .......... These ....... are 

called ........ , and they show what elements are contained in a 

The w aya chemist use s ........ in this scientific shorthand 

shows the proportion of different ..... of atoms in the 

molecules of a .......... By agreeing to use the same ...... of 

symbols and formulas, the chemists have ...... it possible for 

every scientist to understand any ch emical ...... written in the 
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language of .......... Now, using the atoms of the .. : .... elements, 

let's lock at how this language works. 

Ag is the ...... for the element ..... Cl is the· ...... for the 

element ....... When made to ...... with each other,:a silver atom 

chlorine. Here is how this .......... looks when stated in the 

language of chemistry. 

Ag + Cl ------- AgCI 

This formula ........ that one atom of ......... and one atom of 

...... become. The statement it-self is in the form of an ........ 

Whenever two or more atoms ............ bound together, they make 

up a ....... In order for mo leeules to of the same ........ the 

atom s they contain mu st be present in the same ........ numbers. 

This consistent group of the same ......... combinations in one 

.......... of substance is ........ the Law of Definite Proportion. 



-Unit B 

@ FOCUS ON READING 

ı-:xch:ın~in~ home~ 

Rrading {'llr{'o.«· 

1 ler c i~ an cxır:ırı from 1 lolit!r~r IUıiılı. :ı nı:ıpzinc "hi dı :J<h ;,.,, pcıırlc ıın dilfcrt·ııı kinds ıırlııılid:ı' s. !'in d ılı c answcr~ 
ııı ılıesc qucsıions: 

1. \\'ha ı are ı he advanıa!!CS ııf a lııılicl3ı· hıınıc ndıan!!c' 
2. \Vhaı disadı·anıagcs can yııu ıhink ol? 
J. i)o you ılı in ka holiday hortıc exchange wııuld su i ı 1 mır f:ıınih·?. 

Case Histories 

~ 

t Owen Orıtvl•. 28 yrs old from S 
Wales. wa..,ıed ıo sıay "'"" New 
Yort.:. Sh~ hadn'l done an eııchiNJe 

· hıelore Shf!' .Jrjvert!sed !ıın on~· 
••• ~ •••• bedroom ll:ıı rn a dırectory and rr lo 20 peopl!~ she'd pıcked out as 

oossibtes. SMe oıecared a · · 
tyoewrilten oage d!IJscribing h~r 

home and ıtungs ıo do in lhe area. and sent 
ttıis. together wıth IOUttSI brocl'ıures. TO lhoS~ 
peopht who 'ollowttd u o her ıeners. A further tS 
wroie lo her about ""' adverti~emenı. 100. 
Stıe decıded that she w as I'T'Idsl inlerssled to 
S'ırChanÇe ""nth a retıred couoıe who had a 
di!I3Cf"u!d rı.,u,e •n Ne-w Jersey They we'e 
precart!d to ,.,,d their car. whch was viJry 
impa,ant lO her. and !hey w~re newib'e Aboul 
lt't4! d~tes tf"'~ couh:t Ir avet. G~n wtOfe back 
lo tt'ıl!m .... ifh mo,e de~aiıs. and linaıty they 
WfOI~ to "'e' eonfirmıng ıtıe e11cl'ıange 

Th.!y atr dKıded no! ıo charqe for ruel 11"<1 so 
on Gw"" h;ıtd ~ ohQn~. bul th., Amfl!ric8n . 
couoltt satd sMe covıd use lheirs lree. anhough 
in lact stıe h!ft some r:ıoney to cover ftıe co'!f. 
SP'wt ınfOf'tTtt'd her insu,ance co~T~Qany atıout 
ıııe car and w:.s cl'ıarged an 8dra tS. She put 
oaoers and vatuable5 in 1 cuoboard 

0~_!'-!!!..,;':g <tl J F K "nnedy Airpot1. Gw~n 
was met by !he covoıl!' who look her lo theit 
lıome ıt ,., .. , larger ttılin hers. having three 
b&drooms ·~ rwo ~throom~. il swimmingı 
ooot. ane, llt<IUJOment ... a washinq machif"ff. 

Mr and Mr• MeCr••dy and 
lhC!Iır thrrJG chıldren {9. 1 1 and 
I:Jllive in .a country !ıou.se in 
S<:o11!nd. Th""f OOcidRd tt1-""f 
wanred lO qo ıo Canada. so 
they ilı:fverti!ed in .:1 directory 
and gol lfve reoh.,s rJ<ıey 
lound a IPJmily in Onıario. wHh 

lhre~ chtldr~tn of !ımiltıır ııqes. arıd rtMttr two 
ıun~rs. they had 11 pfıor:e cat11rom Canada 
c:or.~irmtng the ıtrranqernent. They WfoffJ 

sev'l\tl"ıtl more tet1er• 11'1d linıtlfy lTIIIde 11 tasr 
mfrı•Jht ıelephone calllhemsel.....,1:. They 
arrang:ed to pay rt1~ fuef snd ohon~ bill! as 
nor~aı. checkert tht!it car tnsurance and had 
thetr car servic~ tn C anada. they had the use 
of rh~ir eıırchanqe farmty's car 

ın Scottand ttıe Canftdian famlfy lı::ıund a 
larçeı gard4n vrifh vegetabfes ~~~ fr,.rrt, !ll"d 
ttııt.., "'~re ablsı to swtm and lish in ıh" rtvfff' 
rtm~wrg through ıtıe orooerty. The McCrsıadys 
had ;ı poof i~ lt'ıe Can•dian h~e 

rııı!'y w8nf fot thiN wMks In Augusr and 
ıı.c,.~~ı ft 1 vory c""•o holiday. Thoy sow qui!e 
o ıoı ol '"" ı:ounır,..ıe and meı a 'ol al 
tw!'oote. as ttıetr ewef'\anqe lamity hed arranqed 
ıor oeopıe ıo cal on '"•m. T""y onjoyed 
ıt.<P.m!elvsıs very much aııd leet !hel fheir first 
ex~anqe was a 'Suctess; they '"'end to do 
oneıtgain. 

dryer. and d·shwa,n"'r Slıe didn'l stay in ı~ Mr and Mr s J•nn•tr h8ve a 
toıouse an lho hm• - durinq her IQUf'-week stay younq baby ttır.y wanted '10 
she vt1tled relative s ın Boston. go to the Medile, ruıe;m, but 

T"• only thtng thal we"ı -or>g durir>g te" ı~aı a hotel woold not be 
Gwen s stay was the ewhaust coming on the suıtable After advert~'"g tn 1 
cf'r. She too\ et tnto tt-ı~ local gıuage. whftre dtrectOf'y,they got siır ·~phes 
t,.,tty s.ıııid that they h111d btten tofd belorehand and rpgl~ lo OlM, mCtlıung 1 
that arıy tepair thatgit s WOüfd be paid for by eouple of teteohone cans 
ı"" owner s. Tl1ey lound • lomoly ""<> 

Gwen •"ioY~ her sısy very muctı and ,.N:f wantr.d ro ewcha~ t~tr 
that living In 1 house rsther rh•n 1 hotel QiW'eJ sentde hofiday llat MM 
1 mucl't ~thtr Idea oll'tow peôple in othe"'.:.~~~~§Ji~~~ Ventee and <'ht!f' eııchangfnq 
countr~ s fw ·. . • teners and maJunq a ıew 

mor!! ph(]ne caP5 fo' tı;ıly, everythtnq w ;ıs 

a,anged 
The Jerınrro; h=tvP. :! J·bedroom l'!f•otced 

hou~P. in London. wh•c" they ıeıt woulrl he 
lar~e r.nottqh io acc~:mımodftlr. thf! Agnt?ll• 
famtly w•lh lhf!ff fhreP. lef!'naqe chı1drerı The 
Jf!MMf!tS IP.fl t1 h~l Of ·OhOMf! Ch~rgco; <tnd 

asked the Ao..,e'''~ ıo ıeave th~ monr.y ıhf! 

Ilah"'" llat tıad rıo phone fht!y tefllood Tot 

lhetr cats. made a str"rght e:.-charıge ol fuP.f 
ch;uqes and ıotd lheıt ınstıter<s 
T~ Jenner~ hi'd ·a vf'!ry enroyabl~ thr~~ 

weetı:s. The onfy mt:ı;!ıap they hötd wa5 that " 
finınq w~s pull'!f't oti ıhr. w~U ın the U;ılı.rtn llötl. 
!O Mr Jenner stuctc ri hack up ay.r~rn and l'!lt a 

note sayınq wh:U he hr.d r1of'e On'""'' retum 
ırıey lound monll!y ıo c over c1 ıorn '5t'ı~eı fhf!'J' 
lelt lh:t1•1 ~:ts lhf'o hf!-;l w:ty ıo ~ltdöty wrfh :. 
young chı'k:f. and auııP. economıcaı 

Conclusions 
T""re are. ol cour> ... snags. and 
8li:Cha"9i"9 hom4!s can never be 
everyone's idea or t1 holkiay. ·you musr trust 
ltı e people eomi<ıg to your house. 
orhf!rwf<Je your ho#dsy w;u btt a inrsery 
wonderirtg wh11t is hsppfJninq ro your • 
home'was a teedrıq Etdıoed by many, wtıile 
ochers stressed th;ıt if you were e:ıttr.,mety 
housP.proud you wovld probably not ı:ıe able 
to relaıı:. J-iowever, it was pointed out thal 
·people who exchonge '""d to loo~ atror lho 
e.-change home ,as they ttoıie others are 
looldng alter their.s '. 

A ,_ people hod lound the pre·\oisll 
p<epa7atlon ""'d work: we spenı·a ıoı ol 
rime hd'(.lng up cupboords. w•rd(oÖes. · 
drawers, e nd in decoreting, so thet out 
home we.s mde&d spo#ess. The Ume and 
otrorı ""ed ed lo do aif this should not ı:ıe 
undereslimated·. 
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